1. **Laney CIS Artic w/ UCB**  Note that Laney’s articulation of their CIS 6 and CIS 61 w/ UC Berkeley’s COMP SCI 61 is clarified on the ASSIST posting. CIS 61 is the course Laney developed (effective F00) specifically to articulate w/ UCB’s COMP SCI 61. As noted on ASSIST, though, Laney had CIS 6 articulated w/ Berkeley’s COMP SCI 61 before F00; our CIS 6 was articulated until the 98-99 academic year when it was disapproved based on course content.

2. **Golden Gate Scholarships**  Golden Gate has a new undergrad/transfer scholarship designed to facilitate transfer. Students must transfer 30 units w/ 2.75 cum GPA and can receive a sliding scale scholarship, based on need. More info at <www.ggu.edu>, click on “Admissions and Costs”, click on “Scholarships and Financial Aid”.

3. **CSU, Hayward Business and Statistics**  Great news! The Business major at CSUH is now accepting CAN STAT 2 (our MATH 13) to fulfill their lower division Statistics requirement and will post this on ASSIST major prep. After taking CAN STAT 2, student must then complete the 1-unit STAT 2011 after transfer.

4. **Partial IGETC Certification**  Even though certified by a community college, Partial IGETC can be (and has been) denied by individual UC campuses—they retain discretion to refuse to accept certification. To appeal a denial, call Dawn Sheibani at UCOP ((510) 987-9569.